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Abstract
　In this paper, we propose a three-step training program designed to assist students 
in the acquisition of a frequently used onomatopoeic word for car maintenance．After 
listening to different sounds in each step （sound produced by tools in the first step, 
recording car sound in the second step and engine sound with a car stopping condition in 
the third step）, students are trained to express them with onomatopoeias. This program 
and car maintenance experiences will enable students to perform a more accurate fault 
diagnosis facilitating a more trusting relationship between user and mechanic.
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語数 小計 割合 語数 小計 割合
か 75
132 33%
に 1 1 0.2%
き 27 は 37
156 39%




し 35 へ 4
す 13 ほ 42
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Noise Possible cause Remarks
Noises from the engine compartment




Not urgent, but have them


























































































































































































（16）　Steve Rendle, Haynes Glovebox CAR BOOK, Haynes, pp.66-68, 2001. 
